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Independent Contractor | Common Factors Checklist 

Suggests worker is an 

EMPLOYEE 

May support classifying worker as an 

INDEPENDENT CONTRACTOR 

CONTROL 

Does the business closely supervise the work (suggests employee) or are only the end result measured (suggests independent contractor)? 

Worker is tasked with specific projects. Worker selects their own projects. 

Worker must work at a designated location. Worker can choose where they work. 

Worker must work specified hours. Worker sets their own schedule. 

Business can require the worker to complete the task 

personally. 
Worker can delegate tasks to others. 

Business seeks frequent/regular status reports. Business only solicits infrequent milestone reports, if any. 

Business specifies the needed tools and equipment. Worker determines needed tools and equipment. 

Job does not require special skill prior to hire. Job requires special skill. 

Worker is provided ongoing training by the business. Worker is not provided ongoing training by the business. 

Business assigns and supervises others to assist in the job. Worker supervises and hires others to assist in the job. 

FINANCIAL RELIANCE 

Is the worker financially dependent on the business (suggests employee) or independent from the business (suggests independent contractor)? 

Worker does not operate a separate business. Worker is engaged in a distinct business. 

Worker works exclusively or full time for the business. 
Worker solicits work from other businesses and/or works for 

others. 

Worker receives benefits. Worker receives no benefits. 

Worker is reimbursed for expenses/administrative 

obligations. 

Worker is not reimbursed for expenses/administrative 

obligations. 

Worker’s pay is determined by the business. Worker sets or substantially negotiates their compensation. 

Worker paid on an hourly or salaried basis. Worker is paid on a flat-fee or per project basis. 

Worker does not have an opportunity for profit or loss. Worker has an opportunity for profit or loss. 

INTEGRATION 

Is the worker an integral part of the business (suggests employee) or has the worker developed separate operations that are discrete from the 

business (suggests independent contractor)? 

Worker has signed the employee handbook. Worker has a signed an independent contractor agreement. 

Worker performs services similar to employees of the business. 
Worker performs services distinct from employees of the 

business. 

Worker is on payroll. Worker receives compensation upon receipt of an invoice. 

Worker’s relationship with the business is ongoing, regular, and 

for an undetermined duration. 

Worker’s relationship with the business is sporadic or definite in 

duration. 

Worker supervises employees of the business. Worker does not supervise employees of the business. 

Worker is at-will. Worker and business are legally obligated to complete the work. 

Worker must complete tasks per internal business standards. Worker must complete project per contractual requirements. 

Worker end results are provided directly to the company’s 

clients. 

Worker performs a job that is not part of the business’ normal 

process. 

Business supplies any needed tools and equipment. Worker independently provides needed tools and equipment. 
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